ShowMe Barcode
The real-time, fully integrated
IBM i barcoding solution with
professional printing, scanning
and wireless transactions

“

Barcoding on the IBM i has never been simpler.
This robust but powerful system has provided our
business with the complete solution.

”

Powerful, robust barcoding solutions
Successful business employ barcoding
within all aspects of their operation.
From tracking work in progress,
directing shipments to identifying
appropriate parts, material & document
control, the benefits of accurate
information, real-time visibility and a
highly efficient work force are clear.
- Support operation quality with improved accuracy of 99+% achievable

.- Remove manual errors and associated time and labour to resolve them
- Free up workers and reduce the associated required paperwork
- Enjoy better data collation and automation with real-time visibility

Full integration
with your IBM I
enterprise ERP

Enjoy a leap in efficiencies through
real-time wireless barcode
transactions at the point of activity
without compromise. Adopt
touchscreen GUIs with full validation,
improve picking with graphical
representations of items and live
counts, running totals and
transactions without pause or error.

Intuitive &
Interactive

Wireless

Improve processes and communication
by providing real time statistics,
leaderboads, messaging and activities
direct to the user, dashboards or
warehouse TV screen.

Design
and
Print

Transactions
at point of
delivery

Realtime
Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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Create your own custom barcode
programs or enjoy fully realised turnkey
solution from installation.
GUI’s
Using a graphical
interface on your
Wireless Barcode Device,
ShowMe Barcode
transforms business
processes by allowing
you to deploy custom
applications in areas such
as stock movements,
shipping, work order
picking, material
movements and
more. And best of
all, the transactions
are always
performed in
real-time.

Integrated
ShowMe Barcode helps companies
running on IBM i, integrate barcode
solutions to streamline their
operations while increasing efficiency,
improving productivity, and driving
down costs. From custom barcode
forms, labels and applications to realtime, validated transactions with your
IBM i enterprise, no other platform
offers more.

Scalable
Fully scalable with no 'per user'
licensing, ShowMe Barcode provides a
full turn-key solution including the
creation of printed barcode labels and
forms and/or the platform to develop
your own applications.

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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Real-time solutions for ‘point of
transaction’ visibility and quality.
Real-Time
ShowMe Barcode runs in real-time, providing streamlined data capture through live
transactions at point of process. Business who adopt our technologies see immediate
transformation. From tracking work in progress, directing shipments to identifying
appropriate parts and material and document control, the benefits of accurate
information, real-time visibility and a highly efficient work force are clear. Operators are
less stressed and managers have up to the minute information and have the confidence
that transactions are being processed accurately and on time.

“

Streamlining data capture
through live transactions
at point of process.

Reduce Errors
Using ShowMe barcode applications
provides business the opportunity to
reduce errors and make huge gains in
efficiency. ShowMe Barcode works in
parallel with your ERP providing
appropriate information and
instruction to the barcode operative
while providing fully validated, live
reading and writing to your IBM i.

Improve accuracy
Integrating real time optical barcode
scanners and your IBM i enterprise
ensure your inventory is constantly
updated in real time. Enjoy an
inventory accuracy of 99.9% while
simultaneously improving efficiencies
and visibility.

.

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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Understand KPI’s and provide analytics to
those who need it.
Dashboards
Need real-time information and analytics? ShowMe Barcode includes the full analytical
capabilities of ShowMe to provide a real-time ‘mission control’ view of operation as well as
giving real-time Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) to those who need it. Create ‘at a
glance’ graphic updates for mobile operatives, an 'objectives/leader-board' chart for a
plasma screen within the warehouse or provide real-time dashboards for
managers/supervisors. Analyse operative efficiency and productivity, understand 'most
picked' item by time/date/location statistics, or drill down through warehouse statistics...
the options are vast and fully configurable to provide easy to understand real-time view
for any information you require.
.

Analytics
Discover trends and understand
behaviour through ShowMe
TurboCube technology – our native
and real-time IBM i OLAP cube engine
that will allow you to ‘slice and dice’
information to compare and contrast
multiple views with just a click of a
button. Need to export results to
Excel? No problem, find the view you
need and press the excel button –
simple.

Tailored Solutions
Let Utilities 400 help you make your business more efficient and productive. Our team of
experienced professionals will work with you to put together the right combination of
hardware, software, wireless infrastructure, and services you need to optimise your
operation and help you see a profound return on your infrastructure investment.
Our strength lies in our deep understanding of your IBM i infrastructure and knowledge of
how to seamlessly integrate automated data collection into your business systems.
Whether you’re implementing new systems or enhancing your existing systems, we
provide solutions to solve your unique integration challenges.
.

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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What we offer our clients:
Service and Support
Function

Feature

Service

A Complete service including Consultancy, Software,
Equipment, Implementation and Training.
All popular media formats (JPG, TIFF, PNG, AVI, MPG,
etc.)
Advising on barcode best practice and warehouse
management systems.
Leading edge technologies including the latest in hand
held devices and using the Microsoft .NET software
development tools.
WiFi Site Surveys and recommendation of the right
equipment for your project.
Complete bespoke solution development including
barcode printing, scanning and process automation.

Experience
Advice
Technology

Survey
Solution

Technology Requirements
Function

Feature

Server Architecture
ERP
Device Compatibility

MS Windows / IBM i / Cloud
Any ERP IBM I OS 5.3 and above
ShowMe Barcode is fully compatible with dedicated
devices such as wireless scanners and RFID readers
from Symbol Technologies, Intermex, PSC, Motorola
and DAP Technologies running on Pocket PC,
Windows CE or any other OS that supports a browser.

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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